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_____

Templeton Fire Department
TOPIC:

WILDLAND PROGRESSIVE HOSELAY (3 PERSON)

TIME FRAME:

6:00

LEVEL OF COMPLEXITY:

Level 3

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:
Condition:

Given a 3 person engine company, a wildland fire apparatus,
full wildland PPE, and a large flat area

Behavior:

The engine company will complete a 600’ progressive hoselay

Standard:

100% accuracy within 6 minutes

PERFORMANCE:

Time will start when the Maxi is set:
Captain:
 Perform a Size Up
 Transmit a Report on Conditions, Pass Command
 Don Hosepack
 Determine and verbalize escape routes and safety
zones
 Advance hoseline, add hose when needed
 Continue to assist Firefighter to 600’
Engineer:
 Spot apparatus
 Place pump in gear
 Open Tank Fill and Place a chock block
 Establish anchor point with reel line
 Assist Captain/Firefighter with flaking out the hose
 Charge hoseline (200’ 1 ½” SJ @ 20 GPM)
 Advance hoseline, add hose when needed
 Retreat to engine after 300’, Check pump and pressure
Firefighter:
 Don Hosepack
 Deploy hoseline with a predetermined fireline 30’ away
from the engine’s driver side
 Call for water, Remove kinks, Check nozzle pattern

Performance standards are designed to assure that all fire personnel are capable of completing the duties
assigned to their respective position. All personnel should remember that while engaging in firefighting
operations, the order and/or priority of some tasks may be changed by the company officer.
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Firefighter Cont…
 Assure/Complete anchor point
 Advance hoseline, Add hose when needed
 Continue to assist Captain to 600’
Time stops when last section of hose is stretched

NOTES:

***Automatic Fail***
- If any participant cannot complete their given tasks
- If the Engine Company cannot complete the standard
within the given time

Performance standards are designed to assure that all fire personnel are capable of completing the duties
assigned to their respective position. All personnel should remember that while engaging in firefighting
operations, the order and/or priority of some tasks may be changed by the company officer.

